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The energy balance
Conservation of energy at the earth‘s surface
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The energy balance closure problem
Eddy-covariance towers underestimate surface heat fluxes:            









mean EBR of 173 FLUXNET sites:
0 84 ± 0 20 (Stoy et al 2013).  .   . 
Is the EBR predictable for a given site / for given atmospheric 
conditions?
 need for a robust parameterization scheme
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Parameterization of the energy balance closure
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Experimental data
Eddy-covariance measurements from TERENO-sites
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Zacharias et al. (2011)
Experimental data
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aerial photographs: Google (2012)
Experimental data
Eddy-covariance measurements from TERENO-sites
Aircraft measurements from Canadian boreal forest ( Candle Lake „  
Runs“: BOREAS experiment, BERMS programme)
Canada
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Hall et al. (1997)
Energy balance closure from aircraft data?
Hypothesis (Mauder et al. 2007):
Airborne measurements capture the total flux: 
Fmeso-scale is not captured by eddy-covariance towers.
scalemesoscalesmalltotal FFF  
Method for flux calculation and separation of scales
wavelet transform (Morlet wavelet) 
cross-scalogram of w and T 
Aircraft-based estimate of EBR for the Candle Lake area:
0 88 ± 0 05
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Are the parameterizations applicable to near surface measurements?     -   
Why (not)?
Huang et al (2008): Not for our data.
assumes homogeneous terrain
the simulated energy balance (virtual towers) is closed near the surface in LES 
models  insufficient spatial resolution
Panin and Bernhofer (2008): Partially.
not all relevant surface heterogeneities are represented in a z0-map
Second approach (landscape-scale heterogeneities) is promising.
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